Look and match

1. [drawing of a well]  water
2. [drawing of clothes on a clothesline]  bucket
3. [drawing of a bucket]  well
4. [drawing of soap]  clothes line
5. [drawing of a bowl with water]  soap

(10 marks)

Draw and colour

a red hat  a blue skirt  a green blouse
black shorts  a yellow shirt  a pink frock

(18 marks)
Look and complete

I like to wear  ❄️ I don’t like to wear

Saturday  🎈 I............. to wear a ............ on ............

Tuesday  🎩 I............. to wear a ............ on ............

Friday  �irting I............. to wear a ............ on ............

Sunday  📓 I............. to wear a ............ on ............

Read and colour

- colour the circle yellow
- colour the triangle purple
- colour the square black
- colour the rectangle green
Look and write

1. my sister ..................................................  
2. my brother ..............................................  
3. my mother ..................................................  
4. my father ..................................................  

(16 marks)

write the correct letter

1. pillow  
2. cup  
3. fence  
4. gate  
5. chair  
6. table  

(12 marks)
Look and answer the questions

1. Who likes mangoes?

2. Who likes bananas?

3. Who likes toffees?

4. Who likes tea?

5. Who likes ice-cream?

Match

1. bottle
2. glass
3. teapot
4. cup

(15 marks)

(8 marks)
1. complete the sentences.

1. I have a ...........................................

2. .................................................

3. .................................................

4. .................................................

5. .................................................

(10 marks)

2. Count and write

1. .................................................

2. .................................................

3. .................................................

4. .................................................

5. .................................................

6. .................................................

(18 marks)
1. Fill in the blanks.

- f...ck
- t...ou...ers
- s...rt
- s...rts
- s...rt
- b...use

2. Look and write

eg: I have a saree

1. ...........................................
2. ...........................................
3. ...........................................
4. ...........................................

(12 marks)

(16 marks)
Look and write

1. I like ........................................

2. I like ........................................

3. I like ........................................

4. I like ........................................

Fill in the blanks

I am a little ........................................ and stout
Here is my ........................................ and here is my ........................................ when I see the .........................................
Hear me shout, “pick me up and pour me out!”

tea cup, handle, teapot, short spout
Count and write
eg:- △△△△△△△△△

1. ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
2. ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
3. ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
4. ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
5. ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
6. ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿

nine

Join the words and pictures

1. thread
2. needle
3. mend
4. a pair of scissors

(12 marks)
(8 marks)
Do the cross words

1. p p n
2. t a o s
3. b n l

Label these pictures correctly

1. .....................
2. .....................
3. .....................
4. .....................
5. .....................
6. .....................

(15 marks)

(18 marks)
1. Fill in the blanks.

f.... ....ck

t....ou.....ers

s...... ......rt

s...... ..... rts

s...... ..... rt

b.... .....use

(12 marks)

2. Look and write

eg: - I have a saree

1. ....................................................

3. ....................................................

2. ....................................................

4. ....................................................

(16 marks)
Count and match

1. ten
2. thirteen
3. fifteen
4. fourteen
5. eleven
6. twelve

Circle the correct word.

1. triangles / squares
2. squares / circles
3. triangles / squares
4. triangles / rectangles
Do the puzzle

Down
1. ( )
2. l o o
3. p r o
4. r a t
5. t

Across
2. (animal)
3. (animal)
4. (animal)
5. (animal)

Look and write
1. I can ..............................................
2. I have a ...........................................
3. I like ..............................................
4. A fish can ......................................

(12 marks)
Do the puzzle

Down
1. Elephant
2. Lion
3. King
4. Rat

Across
2. Crocodile
3. Bird
4. Rabbit
5. Cow

Look and write
1. I can ........................................................................
2. I have a ........................................................................
3. I like ............................................................................
4. A fish can ........................................................................
Look and answer the questions

1. Who likes mangoes?

2. Who likes bananas?

3. Who likes toffees?

4. Who likes tea?

5. Who likes ice-cream?

Match

1. bottle
2. cup
3. teapot
4. glass
Write the missing letters

......r......ng.....  p..... wp.....w  ...... ppl........

b....n.....n.....s  m....ng.....  pin....ppl...

(12 marks)

Write the correct letters

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

(a) put in  (b) peel  (c) stir  (d) eat  (e) cut

(10 marks)
complete the sentences

1. This is ... Kusum ...
   This is ... Kusum’s ...

2. This is ...
   This is ...

3. This is ...
   This is ...

4. This is ...
   This is ...

Write in capital letters

1. blouse 6. cupboard
2. frock 2. trousers
3. shorts 3. triangle
4. bucket 4. circle
5. clothes 5. iron
count and write.

1. How many tables can you see? .................................................................
2. How many beds can you see? .................................................................
3. How many chairs can you see? .................................................................
4. How many cups can you see? .................................................................
5. How many pillows can you see? ...............................................................

(15 marks)

Look and answer

brother uncle sister father

1. Who peels banana? .................................................................
2. Who drives the car? .................................................................
3. Who rides the bicycle? .................................................................

(8 marks) (2)
1. I ......................... a frock
2. I ......................... a blouse
3. Mother ..................... a saree.
4. They ....................... hats.
5. You ....................... a shirt
6. She ....................... shoes
7. Meena ..................... a skirt

(14 marks)

Choose and underline

I’ve got a .................
Map / bat / cap

I’ve got a .................
tap / tie / tin

I’ve got .................
shoes / gloves / blouses

(6 marks)
Write these words in capital letters.

1. peacock ............................. 6. trunk .............................
2. worms ................................. 7. milk ..............................
3. rabbits ............................... 8. fish ..............................
4. three ................................. 9. grass ............................
5. elephant ............................. 10. fruit .............................

(10 marks)

Read and colour

1. three orange balls
   five yellow balls

2. two blue balloons
   six red balloons

3. seven green books
   three white books

4. one purple fish
   eight pink fish

(16 marks)
1. I ......................... a frock
2. I ......................... a blouse
3. Mother ..................... a saree.
4. They ....................... hats.
5. You ....................... a shirt
6. She ....................... shoes
7. Meena ..................... a skirt

(14 marks)

Choose and underline

- I’ve got a .....................
  Map / bat / cap

- I’ve got a .....................
  tap / tie / tin

- I’ve got .....................
  shoes / gloves / blouses

(6 marks)